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ABSTRACT

There exists significant interest in the demonstration and development of alternative mid-infrared emitters, with future applications for ther-
mal scene projection, low-cost infrared sensing, and possible long-wavelength quantum communication applications. Type-II In(Ga)Sb
quantum dots grown in InAs matrices have the potential to serve as a viable material system for wavelength-flexible, mid-infrared sources.
Here, we dramatically expand the range of potential applications of these mid-infrared quantum emitters through the demonstration of
surface-emitting electrically pumped mid-infrared light-emitting diodes with active regions utilizing type-II In(Ga)Sb quantum dots. Two
device structures were studied, the first iteration being a single In(Ga)Sb insertion layer within a simple PIN structure and the second being a
design engineered for improved room temperature emission with the addition of lattice matched AlAsSb cladding at the anode to block elec-
trons and five layers of In(Ga)Sb dots to increase the effective volume of active material. Samples were grown by molecular beam epitaxy and
the electrical and optical properties for each design were characterized as a function of temperature.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5134808

The mid-infrared (mid-IR, 2–20 lm) wavelength range is of
significant technological importance for applications ranging from
communication and sensing to defense and security as well as for fun-
damental scientific investigations. Two atmospheric absorption bands
within the mid-IR, the mid-wave IR (MWIR, 3–5 lm), and the long-
wave IR (LWIR, 8–12 lm), offer opportunities for free-space optical
communication, thermal scene projectors, and multiple sensing
applications. Many of these applications require efficient, compact,
wavelength-flexible, and room temperature light sources.

Rapid advancement in quantum cascade laser (QCL) technology
has offered solutions for many MWIR and LWIR applications.1,2

However, QCLs struggle to efficiently produce light at the short-
wavelength side of the MWIR due to limits imposed by conduction
band offsets and strain accumulation3 and have limited efficiency
when operated below threshold.4 Interband cascade lasers (ICLs) are
an attractive alternative to QCLs for mid-IR applications between
3–6 lm and have demonstrated significantly lower threshold current
densities than their intersubband counterparts allowing for the poten-
tal of mid-IR LEDs.5–9 Both variants of the cascade laser require com-
plex designs and involved growths to achieve quantum engineered

active regions of sufficient thickness to allow for lasing or efficient
mid-IR emission. Type-I semiconductor lasers and LEDs are the tradi-
tional approach for achieving efficient emission at visible to near-IR
wavelengths,10 but they are hampered by Auger recombination as
emission wavelength increases.11 Band-engineering, particularly intro-
ducing quantization and the application of very high strain levels, can
be used to further mitigate Auger effects while extending emission
wavelength.12–14 However, the application of strain and band structure
engineering places intrinsic limitations on the material thickness and
alloy compositions of such emitters.

A compromise between the complexity of a cascade laser and the
intrinsic limitations of a type-I heterojunction is a diode device
leveraging active regions with type-II transitions. A type-II offset
between two semiconductors results in a band alignment where the
conduction and valence bands of the first semiconductor sit, in energy,
both above or both below the corresponding conduction and valence
bands of the second semiconductor. If the bandgaps of the two semi-
conductors do not overlap, the alignment is referred to as “broken
gap” type-III, whereas if some portion of the bandgaps overlap, the
alignment is described as “staggered gap” type-II. Using such type-II
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active regions embedded in conventional PIN-junctions, LEDs, and
lasers have been demonstrated with high wall-plug efficiencies at low
current, suggesting decreased Auger recombination compared to bulk
narrow bandgap type-I emitters while spanning a large portion of the
mid-IR.15–18 Auger recombination rates are argued to decrease with
the additional quantization of energy states resulting from heterostruc-
tured emitters such as the type-II superlattice LEDs.12,13,19,20 Increased
dimensionality of quantization, moving from a heterostructure to a
quantum dot, allows for quenching of Auger recombination. The
potential benefits of 3D quantized structures for optoelectronic appli-
cations, first suggested by Arakawa and Sakaki,21 have largely been
experimentally explored in In(Ga)As self-assembled quantum dots
(SAQD) grown compressively strained on (Al)GaAs, although SAQDs
have also been demonstrated in a range of other material systems with
similar lattice mismatches.22 Such quantum structures provide a zero-
dimensional density of states which leads to increased radiative transi-
tion rates and the aforementioned decrease in Auger recombination
rates.23–27 There has been some effort in recent years to utilize type-II
QDs for mid-IR source applications, leveraging the benefits associated
with QDs and type-II systems to access far longer wavelengths.17

More recently, work in this In(Ga)Sb material system demonstrated
approaches to engineer the carrier lifetime of mid-IR emitters.28

In this work, we demonstrate an electrically pumped device based
on In(Ga)Sb quantum dots grown in InAs matrices with emission in
the mid-IR. The results from a temperature-dependent photolumines-
cence (PL) study were used to design the final device active region.
While the initial electrically pumped single-layer In(Ga)Sb device did
not achieve strong room temperature emission, we modified the device
design to be similar to PL samples that did show room temperature
emission. Because of the wavelength flexible emission and robust tem-
perature performance, In(Ga)Sb quantum emitters offer a promising
alternative for room temperature, electrically pumped emission in the
mid-IR.

Samples were grown in a Varian Gen. II solid-source molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE) system equipped with valved-crackers for arsenic
and antimony, SUMO effusion sources for gallium, indium, and alu-
minum, and individual dopant sources for silicon and beryllium. All
growth temperatures were measured by blackbody thermometry with
a kSA BandiT system. The In(Ga)Sb structures were grown with the
optimal group-III ratio, Sb overpressure, and at the optimal tempera-
ture determined in previous works, which resulted in QD layers with a
reported dot density of 1� 109 cm�2.28

In(Ga)Sb has a type-II band alignment with InAs, which results in
a strong confinement for holes [in the In(Ga)Sb] but not for electrons
(in the surrounding InAs).28 This lack of electron confinement can
weaken emission, specifically at higher temperatures. Lattice-matched
barriers of AlAs0:16 Sb0:84, which have a significant conduction band
offset with InAs but minimal valence band offset, were added as an
electron barrier to both confine electrons to the device active region
and mitigate parasitic surface recombination. To test the effectiveness
of AlAsSb confinement layers, the PL emission of two otherwise identi-
cal In(Ga)Sb samples with and without AlAsSb layers was compared.
Emission scaling was studied by comparing samples containing one,
three, and five layers of QDs sandwiched between AlAsSb barriers. The
total amount of InAs between the AlAsSb barriers was held constant.
Unlike the LED samples, these PL structures had QDs layers grown
close to the sample surface to facilitate optical pumping.

The LED structures consisted of In(Ga)Sb QD active regions
placed in a PIN doped InAs structure. The first device, shown in
Fig. 1(a), consisted of a single In(Ga)Sb layer in the intrinsic (i) region
of the InAs PIN diode. First the 550nm n-InAs layer (n-doped to
1� 1018 cm�3) was grown, followed by a 500nm intrinsic region with
a single layer of In(Ga)Sb grown in the center. Above this was grown a
1 lm thick p-type InAs layer (doped 1� 1018 cm�3). The device was
then capped with 350 nm of pþ InAs doped 1� 1019 cm�3 designed
to serve as a current-spreading contact layer.29 The second device,
shown in Fig. 1(b), used the same basic diode structure as the first, but
included five layers of In(Ga)Sb, spaced by 50nm of InAs, and
replaced the p-doped InAs with a 500nm p-doped AlAsSb electron
blocking layer doped 1� 1018 cm�3. The device was capped with a
100 nm pþ InAs current spreading and contact layer. Both devices
were grown on n-doped InAs substrates. Composition of the In(Ga)Sb

FIG. 1. Layer structure (a) and band diagram (c) of the single-layer In(Ga)Sb QD
LED. (b) Layer structure and (d) band diagram of five-layer In(Ga)Sb QD LED with
AlAsSb electron confinement layer. (e) X-ray diffraction x� 2h scan for single-
layer (blue) and five-layer (red) LED structures.
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dots and AlAsSb barriers was determined by XRD. Figure 1(e) shows
the XRD spectrum from both the single- (blue) and five- (red) layer
devices. The five-layer device XRD shows a crystalline AlAsSb peak
and thickness fringes due to the multiple In(Ga)Sb layers in the intrin-
sic region of the device. The PIN-junction device samples were proc-
essed using traditional UV photolithography, wet-etch, metallization,
and lift-off techniques to form LEDmesas (700 lm� 600 lm).

Figure 2 shows the temperature-dependent PL spectra from the
(a) single-layer sample without barriers and the (b) five-layer PL sam-
ple with conduction band barriers. In the PL at low temperature, both
samples exhibited strong InAs band edge emission (at 3 lm) and then
broad, weaker emission from the In(Ga)Sb QD layer(s) at 5 lm. For
both samples, the InAs band edge emission decreased significantly
with increasing temperature, exhibiting an 50� decrease in peak
intensity as temperature was increased from 77K to 300K. The PL
peak associated with In(Ga)Sb emission in the single-layer sample
without barriers showed a similar decrease in emission intensity. The
barrier sample, on the other hand, showed a decrease in peak emission
intensity of less than an order of magnitude, suggesting that the addi-
tion of the conduction band barriers prevented the diffusion of elec-
trons from the five QD layers and improved temperature performance
of the QD emitters. Figure 2(c) plots the integrated PL intensity from
each of the four PL samples as a function of temperature, where emis-
sion from only the spectral feature associated with QD emission was

considered. The data in Fig. 2(c) reinforce the results from the
temperature-dependent PL spectra. We observed the strongest emis-
sion from the five-layer sample with barriers and a decrease of only a
factor of 5� as temperature was raised from 77K to 300K. All of the
barrier samples (one, three, and five layers of QDs) behaved similarly
in this regard, while the single-layer sample without barriers showed
over an order of magnitude decrease in integrated emission over the
temperature range studied. In addition, while the barrier samples
showed a marginal increase in emission as QD layers were added, the
sample without barriers had slightly stronger emission (at low temper-
ature) than all but the five-layer barrier sample. The slight improve-
ment in low temperature emission from the single-layer QD sample
without barriers was likely a result of the weaker optical pumping effi-
ciency of the barrier samples as the conduction band barriers (i) push
the QD emitters farther from the surface (where photo-excitation of
electron hole pairs (EHPs) is highest) and (ii) may block EHPs gener-
ated outside the barriers from diffusing to the emitters. Because the
five-layer In(Ga)Sb PL sample with carrier blocking layers had the best
temperature performance, that active region design was incorporated
into the final device.

The addition of barriers clearly improved the temperature perfor-
mance of the In(Ga)Sb emitters; thus, one might expect similar benefit
to the temperature performance of In(Ga)Sb QD electroluminescence
(EL) devices. Of course, for our LEDs, only a single barrier was used in
the device design [as shown in Fig. 1(b)], placed to limit diffusion of
injected minority electrons into the p-type InAs, and thus away from the
In(Ga)Sb QDs. Figure 3 shows the EL spectra from the two mid-IR
LEDs. The EL spectra from the single-layer LED, shown in Fig. 3(a),
were dominated by the InAs band edge feature, suggesting that signifi-
cant recombination occurs in the InAs, and not the QD layer. Moreover,
we observed a striking decrease in emission intensity with increasing
temperature, commensurate with the results observed in the PL study
shown in Fig. 2. On the other hand, the five-layer QD emitter with the
AlAsSb barrier [Fig. 3(b)] showed negligible InAs band edge emission,
suggesting that the majority of injected carriers recombine in the QDs,
and not the InAs diffusion regions. We also observed significantly stron-
ger room temperature emission from the five-layer QD sample with the
AlAsSb barrier. The improvement in temperature performance between
the two LEDs more closely resembles the improvement observed in the
PL samples with the addition of the AlAsSb carrier blocking layers, with
an order of magnitude increase in integrated PL intensity at elevated
temperatures, than the changes observed in the PL samples with increas-
ing layers of In(Ga)Sb [Fig. 2(c)]. Therefore, we primarily attribute the
stronger room temperature performance of the five-layer device to the
addition of the AlAsSb electron blocking barrier.

Figure 4 shows the low temperature light–current–voltage
(L–I–V) measurements of the single- and five-layer devices whose EL
spectra are shown in Fig. 3. For detailed electrical characterization, see
the supplementary material. Upper hemisphere power was calculated
by measuring the power of the In(Ga)Sb QD emission and integrating
over an upper hemisphere of emission, assuming a Lambertian emit-
ter. For the single-layer device, a long pass 3.6 lm filter was used to
significantly reduce any contribution from the InAs host matrix.
Emission from the single-layer devices appeared to saturate at low cur-
rent densities, whereas the emission from the five-layer device showed
nearly linear behavior across the entire range of our current source.
The saturation of the single-layer device was believed to be a result of

FIG. 2. Temperature-dependent PL spectra from (a) single-layer QD sample without
any AlAsSb blocking layers and (b) five-layer QD sample with AlAsSb conduction
band blocking layers. (c) Integrated PL as a function of temperature from single-
layer QD emitters without AlAsSb blocking layers (blue) and single QD layer
(black), 3 QD layer (green), and five QD layer (red) emitters with AlAsSb blocking
layers. Insets: layer structures for the four PL samples.
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the limited density of QD states in the single-layer. The five-layer
device, in addition to its improved temperature performance, offered a
5� increase in QD states and thus was less susceptible to the emission
saturation that was observed in the single-layer device. Emission from

the five-layer LED showed up to 200 nW of collected power (calcu-
lated to be >3lW of power emitted to the upper hemisphere), limited
only by the output of the current source and the number of wire bonds
that could be contacted to a single mesa.

While the In(Ga)Sb devices presented in this paper are still sus-
ceptible to Auger recombination because of the narrow bandgap of the
surrounding InAs matrix, the temperature performance of the five-
layer In(Ga)Sb QD LED has distinct advantages when compared to
other mid-IR LED material systems and device designs.30–33 As a rep-
resentative example, InAsSb/InAsSbP heterostructure diodes grown
by LPE, with emission centered around 4:5 lm, showed a two order of
magnitude decrease in the intensity of emission as temperature was
increased from 77K to 300K, which the authors attributed to Auger
recombination in the narrow bandgap InAsSb.31 The QD emitters pre-
sented here, however, showed less than an order of magnitude
decrease in emission intensity from 77K to 300K. The use of QDs
offers at least two distinct advantages in terms of recombination
dynamics and thus emission efficiency. First, the strong confinement
of the charge carriers in QDs has been shown to prevent thermal
escape from QD-based emitters, resulting in improved high tempera-
ture efficiency.34 In addition, In(Ga)Sb QD zero-dimensional density
of states, as compared to the two- or three-dimensional density of
states in similar mid-IR LEDs, has been demonstrated to result in a
significant decrease in Auger recombination,35 which will directly
impact the temperature performance of QD-based mid-IR LEDs.

We have demonstrated the utility of type-II In(Ga)Sb QDs and
offered them as a potential emitter in the mid-IR. A key technology
missing in the mid-IR is a simple, efficient, and room temperature
LED. Available devices in this wavelength range are hampered by inef-
ficiency in spontaneous emission operation and poor temperature per-
formance. Because of the excellent temperature performance of the
In(Ga)Sb QDs and the integration of carrier blocking layers, we dem-
onstrated room temperature electroluminescence from a five-layer
device. Future work will focus on improving the active region by opti-
mizing the number of In(Ga)Sb layers and their dot density as well as
improving hole confinement through the addition of AlInAsSb clad-
ding layers at the anode and cathode. Previous work has demonstrated
that the peak PL emission wavelength can be tuned from 4–6 lm by
varying the amount of In(Ga)Sb deposited in the active region.28 By
taking advantage of this fact, it would be possible to produce separate
devices that span a large portion of the mid-IR.

See the supplementary material for more details on device fabri-
cation, photoluminescence, and electroluminescence characterization
and further electrical characterization of the LEDs.

The authors gratefully acknowledge support from the National
Science Foundation (No. ECCS-1926187) and Air Force Office of
Scientific Research (No. AF18A-T017).
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